Comparative analysis of the effects of packaging signal, transgene orientation, promoters, polyadenylation signals, and E3 region on growth properties of first-generation adenoviruses.
First-generation adenovectors have been developed for gene therapy and vaccine applications. The construction of these adenovectors has entailed the use of numerous types of expression cassettes. It has long been known that first-generation adenovectors can be rescued more easily and to higher titers with some transgenes than with others. This study has systematically shown that there can be marked differences in growth properties of recombinant adenovectors attributable to the use of promoters, the orientation of the transgene within the E1A/E1B-deleted region, and the inclusion of the E3 region. In addition, we had demonstrated the benefit of extending the packaging signal region to include elements V, VI, and VII. The effects of the complete packaging region were studied by plasmid competition studies between original and modified adenovectors. Similar competition studies between E3(+) and E3(-) adenovectors were performed and showed that the E3(+) vector had a growth advantage over its E3(-) counterpart. By making various changes, we have enhanced the growth capacity of our recombinant adenovector by more than 3-fold under serum-free and cell suspension growth conditions. Along with this enhanced growth, our adenovectors have maintained their genetic stability after 21 successive passages in cell culture. This increased robustness will be critical when adapting first-generation recombinant adenovectors to commercial production.